Scientists are both producers and
consumers of information. Free interchange of ideas, discoveries and methods
is essential if a science is to grow and
evolve, and if its participants are to
benefit from the efforts and insights of
others. One of the roles of the Association of Exploration Geochemists (AEG) is
to encourage dissemination of information relevant to exploration geochemistry
David Gamett
and The Journal of Geochemical Exploration 0GE) has been one of the most important outlets for
that knowledge. It is sponsored by the AEG and represents a
long and productive partnership between the JGE's publisher, Elsevier, and ourselves stretching back more than
twenty five years.
During that time an impressive body of knowledge on
exploration geochemistry has been documented under the
watchful eye of the JGE's Editor-in-Chief, Eion Cameron.
Such a relationship is not broken lightly, but recent actions
by Elsevier have called into question the desirability of
renewing our contract with them. Problems have ranged from
petty to serious, with more than a touch of farce at times, but
their cumulative effect has been to project a strange image of
an organization which has somehow managed to become both
increasingly amateurish and arrogant at the same time.
The single most important factor which has soured our
relationship has been the arbitrary and massive increase in
the institutional rates charged for the JGE by Elsevier (see
Eion Cameron's editorial on this in Explore No 94, p5).
Institutional rates are the rates charged to libraries and other
large organizations and they have been increased by 52% in
US dollar terras between 1995 and 1997, to stand at their
present level of $US 1139.00. Compare this with the institutional rate of $US 1295.00 for another Elsevier earth science
journal, Geochimica et CosmochimicaActa, which has over six
times the number of pages per annum.
Compare it also with other high quality journals which
are not published by Elsevier. For example, The Canadian
Mineralogist has an annual institutional rate of $US 310.00
while Economic Geology costs all of $US 138.00, and this
despite the fact that both publish approximately fifty per cent
more pages than the JGE. Clearly it is possible to publish a
journal at institutional rates which are significantly lower
than those charged currently for the JGE. To be fair to
Elsevier they have agreed that the increase in the JGE price
was exorbitant and they will be making some small reductions in the institutional rate over the next two years, but is
this too little, too late? While journal prices have been

increasing well ahead of the rate of inflation, libraries'
budgets have not. They have therefore had to reduce the
range of journals which they can offer to their readers, and
once a journal is dropped it is unlikely that it will be reinstated. Now that it has exceeded the psychological barrier of
$US 1000.00 the JGE has become particularly vulnerable to
elimination by librarians, desperate to stretch their funds as
far as possible. So what do we do?
Our current five year contract continues until the end of
December 1999. We are obliged to commence negotiations
with Elsevier over the terms of a new agreement by mid 1998,
with a final decision being made by the end of that year. We
shall proceed with this in good faith but it would be remiss of
us if we were to pin all our hopes on a satisfactory outcome to
these negotiations. Elsevier exists to make a profit for its
shareholders; the AEG exists to promote the science of
exploration geochemistry. Those aims may have become
irreconcilable. Consequently we feel that it is important to
investigate alternative publishers, and we shall be doing this
in parallel with our discussions with Elsevier during the
course of 1998. Elsevier publishes some 1200 journals,
including 21 in the earth sciences.
Having recently announced their merger with Wolters
Kluwer — a rival publisher — they will become still larger
with sales of $US 8 billion, making them the world's largest
publisher in the scientific and professional fields. Is big
beautiful? Not necessarily, but Elsevier can claim with
justification that they do offer some very real benefits to
authors. Their bi-monthly newspaper is distributed free of
charge to thousands of research scientists active in the field
of geochemistry and geophysics. This includes abstracts and
contents of recent or forthcoming issues from the JGE, thus
ensuring worldwide exposure for authors. In addition the
journal is distributed and marketed internationally, and is
Continued on Page 3
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Sherman Marsh and Tom Nash
Two recent symposia, the 18th IGES in Jerusalem, and
the 4th ISEG in Vail, have brought AEG members together to
share science and deepen friendships. The spirit and
dimensions of the meetings is described well in the note by
David Garnett. We also are committed to formal and informal publication of our science and professional views. The
formal publication, Journal of Geochemical Exploration (JGE),
has encountered difficulties under the current publisher. The
AEG Council has discussed with concern the reduced
number of manuscripts submitted to JGE, and the loss of
institutional subscribers. President Garnett reviews this
situation and calls for your input to the publication process
and possible courses of action in the next year or two.
EXPLORE exists to facilitate informal communication
of technical and professional information, and once again we
solicit your input. Looking back a few years, it becomes
obvious that only a small number of our members make the
effort to communicate. Don't be bashful! We'll gladly work
with you on almost anything that might be of interest to our
readers. One area that is ripe for coverage is personal
experiences, anecdotes, or histories—share these with
newcomers before they are lost. Case histories, failed or
successful, on methods, environments, and deposit types, are
worth sharing and placing into the written record.
^ ^

Full page
Half page

u6 SfcrftaA
ICPMS & ICP AES Specialist
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MBE / J001 / 238 P.O. Box 15664 Jeddah 21454
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President's Message
continuedfrom page 1

covered by a range of indexing and abstracting services.
Discounts of 30% are available on all books published by the
Elsevier Science Group of companies. Finally, they are
investing heavily in electronic publishing and can be expected to offer some increasingly sophisticated options in this
field in the next few years.
Why, then, should we consider breaking with Elsevier?
Many of the day-to-day problems could be eliminated with
tighter management control and increased professionalism,
but while they remain these problems continue as a constant
source of irritation, particularly to Eion Cameron and Betty
Arseneault, our Business Manager. However, there are two
main issues which are more fundamental and potentially
more intractable: who owns the science that is published in a
journal and how much should we expect our fellow scientists
to pay to learn what we have published? Is it not absurd that
the scientists who carry out the research and write the papers
should hand over copyright of these papers to Elsevier?
Is it not equally absurd that Elsevier should then be
allowed to hold these papers hostage until such time as
libraries pay a large ransom for release of this science to
fellow scientists? This may sound melodramatic, but is it so
far from the truth? We need to disseminate knowledge of
exploration geochemistry as widely as possible and if Elsevier
is not prepared to play their part in this then we have no
choice but to look elsewhere.
Termination of our links with Elsevier would result in
some profound changes and would create some very real
challenges. Elsevier owns the copyright to the JGE name and
can be expected to attempt to continue to publish the journal
under that name. We would need to start a new journal, with
a new title and would need to persuade libraries that it was of
sufficient stature to be worth carrying. Our aim would be to
retain ownership of the title of the new journal and to hold
the copyright of papers published in it. This is a daunting
proposition, and is a decision which we would not take
lightly. It is also a decision which we would not want to take
alone.
This is one of the most important issues that has faced
the AEG in recent times and I ask for comment from as many
of you as possible. When we make the final decision it is
absolutely essential that we have the support of the great
majority of members, and the more input we have from you
the more chance we have of making the best choice. In order
to bring the issue into focus, let me conclude with a series of
questions: Do you agree that the present institutional price
for the JGE is too high? Do you agree that we are justified in
exploring the possibilities of breaking with EIsevier> in favour
of an alternative publisher. If we did break with Elsevier, do
you have any suggestions for the title of the new journal?
David Gannett
Bequerel Laboratories
PMB 1, Menai, NS W 2234, A USTRALIA
Tel:+61 2 9543 2644
Fax: + 6 1 2 9543 2655
e-mail: naa@bq.com.au

Sergey A.Sandomirsky and Mir D. Karger

Anisotropy, zoning, and periodicity are critical components for understanding the relations of geochemical haloes
of hydrothermal mineral deposits. These features create
opportunities for solving many problems in applied
geochemistry (such as, evaluation of truncation levels of
orebodies, and correlation of ore intervals in mines and drill
holes). The common situation, however, is that some
geochemical regularities established in one cross-section of a
mineral deposit may be inapplicable in adjacent crosssections. We believe, nonetheless, that the principle reason of
such variability of geochemical haloes, as well as ore grade
distribution, is quite simple. The fact is that the pattern of
exploration drill sites or sampling sites does not match the
variation in the geochemical haloes. The precision and
robustness of solutions of exploration tasks could be enhanced significantly if network geometry could be adapted to
the patterns of geochemical haloes.
To investigate the relationships between parameters of
both networks and spatial variations of geochemical observations and of geochemical haloes, two mineral deposits were
selected: the Perevarnoye tin deposit (KomsomoPsk region,
Russia) and the Novokonstantinovskoye uranium deposit
(Ukraine).
The variation of geochemical haloes in a given direction
is conveniently measured by the function, called
"semivariogram" (Matheron, 1963) — we shall refer to it
below simply as a variogram —, or by the autocorrelation
function R (). These functions are connected by the simple
expression:
«*(0)-R0The empirical value of is equal to half the mean-squared
difference between concentrations or functions of the
concentrations in samples spaced a distance apart. Averaging
is performed over all pairs of such samples in the given
sampling interval (Matheron, 1963). A variogram is convenient for two reasons. First, it can be used to analyze the
correlation patterns of the geochemical haloes in terms of
variances that are familiar to geologists. Second, variogram
interpretation techniques take into account its "geometric
base", that is shapes and orientations of the samples used in
description of a geochemical halo.
Scale effects in a tin deposit
The Pereval'noye deposit is confined to Jurassic and
Cretaceous volcanic, volcanosedimentary and clastic rocks
(Sandomirsky and Karger, 1988; Barsukov and others, 1976;
Bakulin, 1970). Tin ores consist of quartz-cassiterite veins,
containing substantial amount of sulfide minerals — arsenopyrite, galena, and chalcopyrite. They formed at temperaContintied on Page 4
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tures of 200 - 300 °C. The morphology of the orebodies is
rather simple and has been investigated fairly thoroughly.
They are mainly steeply dipping vein-like bodies emplaced
in fractures and fragmentation zones and, less commonly,
metasomatic bodies in propylites and tourmalinites, also of
vein-like shapes. The geochemical haloes of such deposits
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- - - -3

-x—1
200

Figure 2. Plots of variograms for tin. Plots of empirical variograms: (I) ,
(2); (3) plots of corresponding theoretical variograms. C ,a - threshold
and radius of influence for variogram along dip oforebody; C,a threshold and radius of influence for variogram along strike oforebody.
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Figure 1. Distribution of (A) weighted average tin concentration in the
vertical longitudinal projection of the North zone of Pereval'noye tin
deposit. (I) less than X - 0.5s (where X is the average concentration and s
is the standard deviation); (2) from X - 0.5s to X; (3) from X to X + 0.5s;
(4) more than X + 0.5s; (5) drill hole.

are strongly anisotropic. They are much more variable over a
given distance in the transverse direction (that is, across the
strike) than in the longitudinal direction (along the strike
and dip) (Fig. 1). The results of D.C. arc emission spectrometric analysis of continuous core and trench-type samples
were used as input data. We will show the influence of the
sampling network on the pattern of anisotropy.
The anisotropy of the geochemical haloes was analyzed
by comparing the variograms for tin and lead in the transverse and longitudinal directions of the ore zone. The
transverse variograms were computed from logarithms of
concentrations of these elements, obtained by continuous
core and trench samples. The longitudinal variograms were
calculated from logarithms of the weighted-average concentrations in cross sections bounded by minimum anomalous
concentrations (5% significance level of background distribution). Henceforth, for simplicity, we shall denote the
variograms and their parameters across strike, along dip, and
along strike by subscripts t, d and s, respectively.
AH variograms have similar configurations (Figs. 2, 3):
as increases in the interval from 0 to a, increases, reaching
some threshold value C at » a. The parameter a — the radius

of influence of the sample — defines the minimum distance
at which the samples may be assumed to be uncorrelated, and
the parameter C, the threshold, is equal to the total variance
over the entire sampling interval. In transverse variograms
and > a, fluctuates around this threshold. The fluctuations
are commonly quasiperiodic, which is interpreted typically as
an expression of the periodicity of a geochemical halo
(Matheron, 1963). Given this and physical meaning of the
parameters a and C, we conclude that the geochemical haloes
exhibit a multilevel quasiperiodic hierarchical structure in
three-dimensional space. If this is so, then the values of at
significant minima of repre
sent the dimensions of the elements or components of which
the geochemical halo is made up. At any corresponding
hierarchical level, these elements may be assumed to be
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Figure 3. Scaling procedure for matching between transverse () and longitudinal (,) variograms for tin. (1) Initial variogram for tin calculated on geometrical base D (C > C ,C ) ; (2) Variogram calculated on geometrical base 2D
(C > C , C ) ; (3) Variogram calculated on geometrical base 4D, satisfying
condition C '» C , C ; 4D is the geometrical base to be sought, a is the radius
ofinfluence'to be sought. The geometric base scale is 1 merer.
Continued on Page 5
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T e c h n i c a l N o t e Continuedfrom Page 4
quasihomogeneous. Note also that the dimensions of neighboring elements identified in the variograms differ by a
factor of about 2.
Analysis of the geologic environment of our ore zone
indicates that this configuration of the geochemical halo
results from a more or less regular repetition of mineralized
structures of various order (fine ore stringers are grouped
into distinct, separate sequences of stringers, which, in turn,
are grouped into vein-like zones, which are also grouped en
echelon, and so on). A multilevel hierarchic structure of ore
haloes, in particular of hydrothermal geochemical haloes, has
also been noted in various other deposits (David, 1977;
KantseP and Chervonenkis, 1983; Myagkov, 1984).
The variograms plotted in different directions differ in
their radii of influence, which fits the anisotropy hypothesis,
but do not differ in the values of the thresholds — the
relationship C » C < C commonly holds for different
parts of our zone. Tnis relationship means that the
variograms and, derived on identical geometric bases,
express a longitudinal variability of the same scale. But in the
transverse variability, expressed by the variograms, highorder variation of the geochemical halo that was not
smoothed by the trench-sampling technique makes a large
contribution to the overall variation. A comparison of the
longitudinal and transverse variability is meaningful only
after the scale of the latter is reduced to the "base scale" of

geochemical halo.
This matching of scales makes the corresponding radii of
influence of all three measurements comparable over the full
width of the ore zone. The most noteworthy feature is the
direct proportionality between the radius of influence and the
width or lateral scales of the geochemical halo bounded by
the minimum anomalous concentrations in both the transverse and longitudinal directions (Fig. 4). Corresponding
investigations for higher-order scales of variability produced
similar results.
The results suggest the hypothesis that the variability of
the geochemical halo at a given hierarchical level in our ore
zone exhibits geometrical anisotropy., with a constant ratio
between radii of influence in three mutually perpendicular
directions (for our zone a : a : a » 1 : 28 : 45). The value of
the radius of influence in'a given5 direction at a given point is
governed by the size of the geochemical halo in this direction. We name this manifestation as "morphological" anisotropy. These results also confirm our view of this deposit and
its geochemical haloes as being made up of a set of
quasihomogeneous veins or lenses of similar shape in an en
echelon arrangement on each scale of variability. This representation enables us to construct a simple model of the
hydrothermal deposit in which both correlation and variance
pattern of the geochemical halo are defined by the morphology of the orebodies. This model can be used to forecast the
longitudinal and transversal variability of geochemical and
geometric characteristics of an ore zone on the basis of
Continued on Page 6
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the longitudinal variability. To make this conversion it is best to use less detailed concentration profiles in
the transverse sections, derived by grouping of samples into
aggregates. One needs not increase the size of the grouping
window, with a concurrent decrease in C (Fig. 3), beyond the
point at which the condition C » C , C lis satisfied. The size
of the grouping window thus ascertained1 is equal to a
geometric base of unknown transverse variability of the
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T e c h n i c a l N o t e Continued from Page 5
several isolated cross-sections.
We can assume that a similar model also describes

Figure 5. Concentration profiles (logarithms ofmR/h) through the orebody
transverse to gamma-log section I (1-6 - ordinal numbers of sections
downward along the dip of orebody). Vertical scale ruler refers to the
concentration profile in cross-section 1. The other profiles are plotted on
the same logarithmic scale.

relations between thickness of orebodies and the correlation
pattern of a geochemical halo in isolated cross-sections. But
it is hard to prove this model on the basis of common core
and trench-type samples in the case of small thicknesses of
orebodies when thickness is comparable with the sizes of the

Figure 6. Autocorrelation functions R(t) for ore intervals on sections 1-6 transverse to the gamma-log section 1: a) based on logarithms of values in original
samples, b) based on logarithms of values in enlarged samples. The quantity t
measured in units of length of the original (a) and the enlarged (b) samples. Vertical scale ruler refers to the autocorrelation function of cross-section 1. The other
functions are plotted on the same scale, the first point at each plot has
autocorrelation value equal 1.

applicable sample. In this situation, it is impossible to
estimate scale parameters of geochemical halo variability. To
overcome this obstacle, well-logging data can be helpful.
Using well-logging data, we can simulate any desired sample
length, thus providing a representative number of samples for
any ore cross-section.
Scale effects in a metasomatic uranium deposit

CANADA
6790KitimatRd.,Unit4
Mississauga, Ontario, L5N 5L9
Tel: (905)8263080
Fax: (905)8264151
Contact: Steve Simpson

8
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Independent - accurate - total analyses
° Exploration and research

Lucas Heights Research Laboratories
New Ulawarra Rd, Lucas Heights, NSW 2234
Post: PMB I,Menai,NSW2234
Tel: (02) 543 2644
Fax: (02)543 2655
Contact: David Garnett / Helen Waldron

The Novokonstantinovskoye uranium deposit, mentioned above, was selected for analysis of the local pattern of
its geochemical haloes. In this deposit, gamma-ray well
logging data are equivalent to geochemical sampling.
The deposit is situated in the footwall of a major fault in
a deep-seated tectonic part of a Precambrian shield. The
deposit is confined to an elongate gneissic block, which has
undergone transverse flexure both in plan and in section and
is hosted by sodic rocks metasomatized at moderate temperatures of 350-450 "C (Karger and Gurevich, 1990;
OmePyanenko, 1984).The orebodies that make up the deposit
are located in albitite associated with numerous steeply
dipping faults. At their deepest levels, the orebodies are large
and lenticular, but up-dip they become flattened veins and
seams.
Analysis of the local geochemical halo variability was
performed on the basis of data from gamma-ray well logging
along two vertical sections across the deposit. These data
were then averaged so as to obtain a set of observations
equivalent to continuous sampling of the core by samples of
constant length. Therefore, for simplicity, we shall hereafter
* Intra-ore distance means the relative distance, measured with respect to
the size of either the orebody or some element of its internal pattern. It
could be the length or the thickness of an orebody. Using intra-ore distances it is convenient to compare identical parts of orebodies of different
size. For example, if we use orebody length as a unit, and put the origin of
coordinates in the center of orebody, then for any orebody, the intra-ore
distance of its upper edge will equal to 0.5, independent of its absolute
Iength
Continued on Page 7
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use the terms "samples" and "sampling".
The concentration profiles plotted (Fig. 5) and the
autocorrelation functions calculated for them (Fig. 6 a) are
typical for such data (David, 1977; Karger and Gurevich,
1990). They reflect the anisotropy of the transverse variability of the halo and its quasi-periodic nature. The curves in
figure 4, while they differ in their fine details, are more
similar with respect to most noticeable features —distances
between points confining principal maxima or minima, for
instance. As can be seen, the sizes of these features are
consistent with the visible thickness of the orebody in the
corresponding section (transverse sections are taken downthe-dip of the body). This example, as well as relationships
established in the tin deposit, lead us to conclude that the
sizes of similar-scale elements of inhomogeneity of the halo
in any given transverse or longitude section are directly
proportional to visible thickness or elongation of the orebody
in that section. In other words, we deal here with morphological anisotropy, e.g., a tight relationship between the
morphology of the orebodies and the measure of intra-ore
distances* (Karger and Sandomirsky, 1986). This manifestation, however, usually cannot be observed in pure form. The
reason for this is that investigation of geological objects —
orebodies, particularly — by means of a network of discrete
observations involves a censoring, namely selection of objects
on the basis of their sizes (Karger and Sandomirsky, 1982). In
this case, the censoring factor is the ratio of the parameters of
observation network (sample size, sampling interval) and the
size of the elements of inhomogeneity of the geochemical
halo of a given scale, which varies from section to section.

If this is so, and if we want to make assessments of
orebody parameters with predictable error, we need to
transform the raw observations or sampling sites to the same
scale of geochemical variability of the halo or, in other words,
we need to impart the same scale to all the observations in the
set. For this purpose we have developed a scaling procedure.
In each profile we combine samples of original length /
into samples of length L ~ /&, b 3 1 , consequently making the
concentration profile less detailed. We choose the value of b
so, to obtain maximum correlation of the resulting, lessdetailed concentration profile with other new less-detailed
concentration profiles.
The new concentration profiles obtained by this scaling
proved to be very similar in different sections. Even more
similar are plots of autocorrelation functions, calculated for
these new profiles and depicted on Figure 6 b. What also
happened was that approximately equal numbers of enlarged
samples now filled all sections comprised within the visible

Zoning indicator, v
Figure 8. Zoning indicators n versus intra-ore distances H to supraore sections, measured on gamma-log sections I and 2 along the uranium orebody.
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Figure 7. Relationship between thickness of orebody h and coefficient ofanisotropy b along sections of orebody transverse to gamma-log sections 1 and 2.

Accordingly, the sensitivity of the sampling network also
varies whenever the network is not tied to morphology of the
orebody thus, we have the effect of non-uniform censoring of
the geochemical halo, the net result of which is that observations in different sections may prove to have different orders
of accuracy.

thickness h of orebody — that is., the thickness outlined by
the cut off grade. The values of i, which vary from 7.0 to 1.0,
correlated closely with the thickness (Fig. 7). A value of 6,
equal 1.0 corresponds to the profile situated in the supraore
(area above orebody, possibly in outcrop) sub-background
halo. As the scaling was independent of, these results seem to
confirm the hypothesis of morphologic anisotropy of the
geochemical halo (b is the coefficient of anisotropy) and the
censoring scheme of its sampling. Consequently, we actually
have obtained an equal-scale set of observations distinguished by the fact that each profile through the ore interval
contains a constant number of enlarged samples; that is, each
ore interval has constant "effective" thickness.

Continued on Page 8
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T e c h n i c a l N o t e Continuedfrom Page 7
Scale effects in the vertical dimension
Let us now deal with the problem of vertical variability
of the geochemical halo. The interesting results would be
expected from its analysis in frequency domain. The matter
of fact is that scaling procedures, we applied to derive the
equal-scale representation of the geochemical halo, caused
the most substantial correction just in the frequency pattern
of the geochemical halo. Let us consider the behavior
through the profile of the quantity
n = S (i)/S (0,
where i" (r) and S (t) are average values of the spectrum 6" (t)
of orebody's thickness in the frequency ranges t [2, jaL) and
[laL, /bL], with (a > b > 1). The 5 ( 0 spectrum is calculated
from the residuals of the logarithms of the raw unsealed
values, taken within the boundaries of the ore interval, and
remaining after subtraction of the trend. The trend was
calculated on the basis of the coefficient b and represents the
average for the samples occurring in a window with width of
mL, m > 2, centered on a given sample. Figure 8 gives the
values of n calculated for m = 4, a = 6, and b = 2. As can be
seen, n increases monotonously with depth. Similar results
are also obtained with different values of a and b and with
moderate variation of the assumed boundaries of the ore
interval. Therefore, down the dip of the orebody, a monotonous redistribution of the variance of the geochemical halo
occurs from high frequencies to the low ones.
In Figure 8, the intra-ore distances, mentioned above,
are assumed as a measure of depth. If we use common vertical
depth instead, then the uniform relationship of Figure 8
breaks down into separate relationships corresponding to
individual cross-sections. Their angular coefficients are
related positively to the vertical spread of mineralization over
the corresponding section. Consequently, here we again run
into morphological anisotropy, which can be eliminated by
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transforming common vertical depths into intra-ore distances.
Strange as it may seem, acquired results resemble the
variability of sedimentary cross-sections without loss of
intervals, for which advanced methods of cross-section
correlation and matching are well developed. If this is really
so, then the principles of algorithm of drill hole section's
correlation are clear: they have to be the same as principles of
correlation of sedimentary formations, as developed by Show
(1964).
Thus, an important attribute of the geochemical haloes
of a hydrotherraal deposit is their morphological anisotropy,
which occurs because of the tight relationship between the
morphology of the orebody and the measure of intra-ore
distances. In practice, this relationship usually is obscured by
the effect of non-uniform censoring in sampling the halo,
caused by the fact that deposits are sampled without taking
into account the variability of the local pattern of the halo.
But this effect can be eliminated by transforming the raw
sample set into a set of observations on the same scale,
matching to the scale of geochemical halo variability. Analysis of a geochemical halo, represented in equal-scale of its
variability, reveals a monotonous variability of the frequency
characteristics of concentration profiles in transverse sections
of the halo down and up the dip of the orebodies. This fact
can be used for quantitative prediction of the level of erosional or underground truncation of the orebodies, on the
basis of some idealized reconstruction of the geochemistry of
the identical orebody.
Conclusions
The main result of our investigation is that using a
model of morphological anisotropy of a geochemical halo, as
well as ore-grade distribution, we can describe their spatial
variability by a single structural function (variogram or
autocorrelation function), depending on a parameter related
to the scale effects of variation of a geochemical halo. A
specific feature of this description is its equal accuracy over
the entire volume of a geochemical halo. The scaling parameter can be easily derived from a relatively few cross-sections,
sampled in detail.
We believe this approach to be more effective in comparison with common geostatistical procedures, requiring
subdivision of ore-bearing space into uniform parts and using
combined variogram models to achieve results of equal
accuracy. We also recognize that the model of morphological
anisotropy with scale effects better fits hydrothermal ore
deposits formed by infiltration processes. Ore deposits of
different genesis — contact metamorphic, for instance —
could be described by a more complicated model.
The authors would like to acknowledge the advice and
tremendous work performed by Ted Theodore, U S Geological Survey, converting our Russian English into something
more close to American English, that we hope helps to make
our ideas more understandable to American geologists. The
authors sincerely thank Boris Kotlyar for helpful recommendations and encouragement.
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by Richard Mazzuchelli

The Northern Israel Excursion was a fascinating mix of
geology, geochemistry, archaeology, history, and scenery, laced
with cultural and culinary insights and generally good times for
the small band of participants. The major geological-geographical features of central and northern Israel: the Judean Mountains, theJudean Foothills or Shefela, the Coastal Plain, Mount
Carmel, the Galilee, the northern sector of the Dead Sea Rift and
the Golan Heights were amply demonstrated by our affable

Dubi expounding at the Bet Hakerem valley

geological guide, Dove "Dubi" Levitte of the Geological Survey
of Israel, with other local guides. The geology of the Judean
Mountains and Mt. Carmel is dominated by Cretaceous to
Tertiary limestones, which have been quarried from antiquity for

Ancient quarry at Bet Oren

building materials, olive presses, and other uses.
We gained a good appreciation for the importance of Israel's
most crucial resources of water and agricultural land and the
balance between the two, no better exemplified than by the Hula
Valley Project. This part of the Jordan River Valley had been
drained and the rich peaty soils cultivated during the 1950's, but
this caused problems, such as the spontaneous combustion of
peat and nutrient leakage into Lake Kinneret (Sea of Galilee),
Continued on Page 10
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